Traditionally, in process calculi, relations over open terms, i.e., terms with free process variables, are defined as extensions of closed-term relations: two open terms are related if and only if all their closed instantiations are related. Working in the context of bisimulation, in this paper we study a different approach; we define semantic models for open terms, so-called conditional transition systems, and define bisimulation directly on those models. It turns out that this can be done in at least two different ways, one giving rise to De Simone's formal hypothesis bisimilarity and the other to a variation which we call hypothesis-preserving bisimilarity (denoted t fh and t hp , respectively). For open terms, we have (strict) inclusions t fh / t hp / t ci (the latter denoting the standard``closed instance'' extension); for closed terms, the three coincide. Each of these relations is a congruence in the usual sense. We also give an alternative characterisation of t hp in terms of nonconditional transitions, as substitution-closed bisimilarity (denoted t sb ). Finally, we study the issue of recursion congruence: we prove that each of the above relations is a congruence with respect to the recursion operator; however, for t ci this result holds under more restrictive conditions than for t fh and t hp .
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INTRODUCTION
An important mathematical tool for reasoning about the implementation and verification of systems is that of an implementation relation. This is a binary relation between system descriptions expressing that (the behaviour specified by) one description is a valid implementation of (the behaviour described by) another. The criteria for implementation relations generally include at least reflexivity (so every system implements itself) and transitivity (so implementation steps can be combined), meaning that they are preorders; in many cases they are also symmetric and, hence, are in fact equivalence relations.
The``system descriptions'' on which implementation relations are based are models of system behaviour. By far the most popular such models are labelled transition systems (LTSs), which are directed, edge-labelled graphs whose nodes correspond to the states of the system (with a distinguished node representing the start state) and whose edges represent system (inter)actions. An overview of LTSbased implementation relations has been drawn up by Van Glabbeek in [20, 22] . If the class of labelled transition systems is given by T, a typical implementation relation can be denoted T_T. On the other hand, in practice one would prefer to specify and reason about systems not on the level of their behaviour models, but rather through a more abstract and readable language of some kind. Formally, such a language is given by the term algebra T 7 generated by a signature 7; the underlying behaviour models are given by a mapping from T 7 to the semantic domain. For instance, if we are using LTSs, we can write t # T to denote the model corresponding to t # T 7 . Typically, the semantic mapping could be defined through a set of structural operational rules that define the operational intention of the operators in 7; this gives rise to an LTS in which the states are terms in T 7 . An implementation relation can then be lifted from T to T 7 by defining t u t u for arbitrary t, u # T 7 . This imposes a further criterion on implementation relations: namely, they had better be (pre-)congruences with respect to the operators of the signature, where is said to be a precongruence w.r.t. an n-ary operator op # 7 if \1 i n. t i u i implies op(t 1 , ..., t n ) op(u 1 , ..., u n ).
A further step is to extend the term algebra with term variables, giving rise to a language T 7 (V ), where V is the universe of variables. Term variables are used for at least two different purposes: first, to allow reasoning on the level of the language, for instance using (in)equational proof systems for implementation relations or structural rules for operational semantics; and second, to define higher-order language constructors, in the form of binders bnd(x, ) for every x # V. The best known binder in process calculi is the recursion operator, bnd(x, )=rec x. , which recursively binds x to its operand. Furthermore, recently there has been a growing interest in higher-order calculi, featuring functional binders that bind variables to actual parameters to be provided by application or communication (see, e.g., [43] ).
The primary operation on free (i.e., nonbound) term variables is their substitution by an actual term. We use t[uÂx] to denote the replacement, within t # T 7 (V ), of every occurrence of the variable x # V by (a copy of) u # T 7 (V). (This notion of substitution is modified by the presence of binders bnd( y, t$) in t: the y-occurrences in t$ cannot be replaced by substitution, and moreover, substitution should not cause y-occurrences in u to become bound. These problems are well documented in the context of the *-calculus; see [6] .) Two typical substitution-based rules of an inequational proof system are
.
AREND RENSINK
The left-hand side expresses preservation by insertion of the relation C = , which is quite close to the property of being a precongruence mentioned above (in the presence of binders, the two notions are not quite the same, due to the problems described before); the right-hand side expresses preservation by instantiation. We call a relation substitutive if it is preserved by both insertion and instantiation.
In the usual setup, no model in T exists for open terms t, u # T 7 (V ); therefore, t and u are not subject to direct comparison by any implementation relation over T lifted to T 7 in the standard way recalled above. (An alternative setup can be found in [32, 21, 15] , where an operational semantics is defined directly over open terms wherein the term variables are treated as actions; i.e., they may appear as transition labels. Unfortunately, this approach is only viable as long as the process calculus under consideration contains no operator for parallel composition.) On the other hand, intuitively, for an implementation relation to make sense at all for open terms, it should at least be preserved by instantiation; in other words, this can be regarded as a necessary criterion for an extension of to T 7 (V ). Now if we substitute every free variable x in t and u by a closed term v x # T 7 , the resulting terms t$ and u$ are also closed and thus do have models t$ , u$ # T. They are therefore subject to -comparison. Hence, preservation by instantiation implies that t and u may only be related by (an extension of) if t$ u$ for all possible choices of the v x . In fact, the standard way to extend to open terms is to turn this necessary criterion into a sufficient condition; that is, to define t u for t, u # T 7 (V) if and only if t$ u$ for all closed instantiations t$, u$ # T 7 of t, u.
In this paper, we follow a different approach: we extend the class of models T instead, so as to include term variables explicitly on the level of the semantics, giving rise to an extended model class T(V ). Hence, for all t # T 7 (V ) there is a model t # T(V ). We then define relations on the extended model class T(V) and lift these to T 7 (V) as before. Since preservation by instantiation is still a necessary criterion, but no longer sufficient, these alternative -extensions can then in principle be stricter than the standard one.
The paper proceeds as follows. We first define an abstract notion of substitution, in the form of substitution systems and then use this to define the class T(V ) of conditional transition systems (CTSs); see Section 2 below. Again, one particular way to generate a conditional transition system is by defining a number of operational rules over a given signature 7; the states of the CTS are then open terms in T 7 (V). In Section 3, we then study the implementation relation of bisimilarity (which is, in fact, an equivalence rather than merely a preorder) over conditional transition systems. Apart from closed-instance bisimilarity ( t ci ), which is obtained through the standard approach outlined above, we define two stricter notions: formal hypothesis and hypothesis preserving bisimilarity (respectively t fh and t hp ). (The former is originally due to De Simone [14] , where it is studied in a restricted setting in which it actually coincides with the latter.) We prove that each of the three bisimilarity relations is preserved by insertion and instantiation. We also give an alternative characterisation of t hp in terms of the standard, nonconditional semantics, as substitution closed bisimilarity ( t sb ), which is defined by requiring that the underlying bisimulation relation (and not just the resulting bisimilarity) is preserved by instantiation, in addition to the usual matching criteria. We feel that this alternative characterisation provides strong evidence for the viability of t hp . We then turn to the recursion operator. A relation is called a recursion ( pre)-congruence if it satisfies the proof rule:
Note that the terms in the premise are typically open. As indicated above, this is not implied by substitutivity; it is not the case that rec x . t=v[tÂy] and rec x . u= v[uÂy] for some v in particular, v=rec x . y is not satisfactory. In Section 4, we show that t ci is a recursion congruence in a subclass of T(V ), whereas both of the stricter forms of bisimilarity, t fh and t hp , are always recursion congruences. Section 5 contains a comparison of this paper's results with, among others, the work on SOS formats by De Simone [14] , Bloom, Istrail, and Meyer [8] , and Groote and Vaandrager [25] , on contexts by Larsen and Xinxin [30] , on bisimilarity in functional programming by Howe and others [28, 24, 41] and in higher-order calculi by Sangiorgi [42] .
CONDITIONAL OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
The principal idea underlying the developments in this paper is to regard the operational semantics of a process calculus not through the usual transition predicates of the form t w Ä : t$, where t and t$ are (usually closed) terms of the calculus and : is some label from a predefined universe, but rather through enriched conditional transition predicates of the form 2 | &t w Ä : t$, where t and t$ are open terms and 2 is an operational environment containing information about their free variables.
We first discuss conditional transitions on an informal level; then we define the concept of substitution and, based on that, the concept of a conditional transition system. Furthermore, we show that the usual structural operational rules can be used to generate conditional transition systems.
2.1. Notation. v We use A Fin B to denote that A is a finite subset of B, and Fin(B) to denote the set of all finite subsets of B.
v If A B, we use A Ä Fin B to denote the space of functions f : A Ä B that are the identity almost everywhere, i.e., such that f (a){a for only a finite subset a # A$
v If A B, we use id : A Ä Fin B to denote the identity function, i.e., such that id(a)=a for all a # A.
v V denotes a denumerable universe of variables.
Conditional Transitions
For the moment, we assume that the concepts of a term (over a given signature) and a transition between terms are known. We draw examples from CCS (see Milner [33] ). If one considers transitions between open terms, instead of restricting to closed ones (as is more usual), it soon becomes clear that there are fewer derivable facts than one would wish. For instance, the term x+ y has no derivable outgoing transitions; however, if we instantiate x to, say, a . 0, the resulting term a. 0+ y (which is still open) allows a transition to be derived, in this case a. 0+ y w Ä a 0. One way to interpret the semantics of open terms in a less roundabout way than through their instantiations is to predict or assume some facts about the variables. For that purpose, we adopt a technique from type systems (cf. [37, 12] ), which ultimately goes back to sequents in formal logic (cf. [19] ): namely, we collect the assumptions about the free variables in a term as hypotheses, and state the existence of transitions under such hypotheses. This gives rise to conditional transitions, which are predicates of the form
where the x i , x$ i are term variables, the x i wÄ : i
x$ i are hypotheses and t, t$ are terms presumably containing those variables. We call the (finite) set
an (operational) environment, 2 and use 2 to range over operational environments. Thus, for instance, the behaviour of the open term x+ y can be captured by (among others) the conditional transition x w Ä a x$ | &x+ y w Ä a x$. The intuition behind a conditional transition of the general form above is the following: if the variables x i , x$ i are instantiated by terms, say t i , t$ i , in such a way as to satisfy each hypothesised transition
Âx i ] i # I denotes the simultaneous substitution, in t, of all variables x i by their corresponding images t i ). Consider, for instance, the conditional transition x w Ä a x$ | &x+ y w Ä a x$ above: a . 0 w Ä a 0 is an actual transition satisfying the hypothesis x w Ä a x$, and indeed, the instantiation
a. 0+y 0
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2 Often also called a context; however, we prefer to reserve the word``context'' to reason about congruences.
gives rise to a standard (i.e., unconditional) transition. Furthermore, an analogous property holds if the t i w Ä : i t$ i themselves are conditional.
Substitution Systems
We formalise the idea of conditional transitions in as general a setting as feasible without unduly complicating matters. To provide more generality, we prefer to abstract from the syntactic level. First, we give an abstract account of the notion of substitution.
Definition.
A substitution system is a tuple (O, X, var, [ ]), where v O is a set of objects, ranged over by o, p, q; v X O is a set of variables, ranged over by x, y; v var: O Ä Fin(X ) is a function yielding the free variables of an object;
, where f : X Ä Fin O is a substitution function, indicates the replacement of every occurrence of each free variable x in the object o by its f-image, f (x).
The following properties are required to hold:
This is by no means a complete characterisation of the concept of substitution (for instance, the concept of unification is ignored altogether); however, it suffices for our purpose. Note that, since objects have only a finite number of free variables, and substitution functions are required to be the identity almost everywhere, if X itself is infinite then there are always fresh variables available. In fact, this is the main reason for requiring that substitution functions are the identity almost everywhere. An important special class of substitution functions , : X Ä Fin X just map variables onto variables. We sometimes call such functions alpha-conversions.
The usual way to generate a substitution system is through syntactic substitution in open terms over a given signature. We formulate a framework which allows for constructs that bind variables (in a limited way, sufficient for our purposes; see [17] for a more general scheme). The signature is partitioned into (first-order) operators of arbitrary arity, but without variable binding, and (higher-order) unary binders, which bind a single variable. v Given a set of variables X, the term algebra T 7 (X) is given by variables x, where x # X ; terms op(t 1 , ..., t |op| ), where op # 7 O and t i # T 7 (X ) for all 1 i |op|; bound terms bnd(x. t), where bnd # 7 B , x # X and t # T 7 (X ).
v The function var: T 7 (X ) Ä Fin(X ), yielding the set of free variables of a term, is defined by
var(op(t 1 , ..., t |op| ))= 1 i |op| var(t i );
A term t is called closed if var(t)=<, and open otherwise.
v Syntactic substitution is denoted t[ f ], where f : X Ä Fin T 7 (X ) is the identity almost everywhere, and is defined by
v Bound variable names may be freely renamed; that is, terms are interpreted modulo the smallest congruence # over
Note that syntactic substitution is well-defined modulo #; in particular, the choice of the variable y is not relevant, except that it must be fresh, i.e., satisfy the side condition in the definition. We give two examples.
2.4.
Example. We recall the case of CCS (cf. Milner [33] ). Let A be a global set of (abstract) action names, ranged over by a, b, c, ..., and A a (disjoint) set of corresponding co-names, so that
, ranged over by :, ;, #; let {Ä ={ and aÄ Ä =a. CCS is given by the signature 7=7 O _ 7 B , where
where : # L { , A A, and ,:
and ,({)={) are arbitrary, i.e., actually give rise to sets of operators.
2.5. Example. Another example is the pure *-calculus (cf. Barendregt [6] ). This has a particularly simple signature,
(t } u (function application) is more usually denoted by direct juxtaposition: tu.)
At the moment, what interests us about term algebras is the fact that they give rise to substitution systems. We leave the proof of the following up to the reader.
2.6. Proposition. For an arbitrary signature 7 and set of variables X, (T 7 (X)Â#, X, var, [ ]) is a substitution system. Given a substitution system and a binary relation R O 2 over objects (extended
) # R for all x # X), there are natural preservation properties of R with respect to the substitution operator.
2.7. Definition. Let R O_O be a binary relation over the objects of a substitution system:
v R is substitutive if it is preserved by instantiation and insertion.
Note that the strength of these semantic properties depends on the degree to which objects can be constructed by instantiation. In particular, in a term algebra over a signature 7, preservation by insertion is stronger than congruence of the (first-order) operators in 7 O , but does not imply congruence of the (higher-order) binders in 7 B , since terms with bound variables cannot always be constructed by instantiation.
2.8. Example. Assume that R is preserved by insertion in the substitution system generated by the CCS-signature (see Example 2.4). It follows that R is a congruence for all operators of CCS; for instance, if
showing that preservation by instantiation in some cases is applicable to binders as well. However, (t, u) # R does not imply (rec x . t, rec x . u) # R, since due to the rules for substitution w.r.t. bound variables, there is no term v such that rec x . t=v[tÂy] for all t. In particular, v=rec x . y does not do the trick.
Conditional Transition Systems
We now come to the behaviour models that constitute the basis for the results of this paper: conditional transition systems. These form a generalisation of labelled transition systems, in which the states are not completely unstructured objects but rather the objects of a substitution system, and the transitions are not simply labelled binary relations between states but are indexed by an operational environment, already introduced informally above. Let X be a set of variables, and L a set of labels, ranged over by :, ;.
2.9.
Definition. An operational environment over X and L is a finite set
all x$ i are distinct and 2 contains no cycles of hypotheses.
The class of operational environments over X is denoted 2(X ). The following defines the source, target, and root variables, as well as the set of all variables of an operational environment 2:
If 2 is hierarchical, we can define the distance of a variable x # var 2 as the number of hypotheses necessary to reach x from some root variable of 2:
(Note that this is well defined because 2 is hierarchical, and hence, for all x # tgt 2 there is precisely one ( y w Ä : x) # 2.) We will use the distance as the basis for induction proofs. Finally, the alpha-conversion of an environment 2 by a function ,: X Ä Fin X is defined by
v L is a set of labels, ranged over by :, ;, #; v S is a set of states, ranged over by p, q, s;
We usually leave the components L, var, and [ ] implicit; we write S T , X T , and | & T for the remaining components of T, and drop the index T when it is clear from the context. As a further notational convention, we write s w Ä : s$ rather than 2 | &s w Ä : s$ if 2=< and omit set brackets for concrete 2. The class of conditional transition systems over a set of variables X is denoted T(X). It can be seen that the subclass of standard transition systems (over closed objects) equals T(<).
The pure conditional transitions are such that the variables in the source and target states and the operational environment satisfy some further constraints. For instance, x w Ä : x$ | &s w Ä ; s$ is only pure if x # var(s), x$ Â var(s), and var(s$)
(The term``pure'' for such transitions was taken from [25] , where it entails similar conditions for SOS rules; see also below.) Note that it is not required that a CTS contain only pure conditional transitions, or even only conditional transitions with hierarchical environments. The reason for not imposing this requirement is that the cut rule naturally gives rise to impure transitions (see the third item of Example 2.14 below) and, moreover, we need impure transitions for a smooth definition of hypothesis-preserving bisimulation (see the remark after Example 3.5).
2.11. Notation. We say that a substitution function (conditionally) satisfies an operational environment if the condition in the cut rule holds:
The cut rule itself can be pictured graphically (assuming
The identity axiom and cut rule in Definition 2.10 are basic rules in the sequent calculus (cf. [19] ), a fact that supports the intuition behind conditional transitions discussed above. Some consequences of the identity axiom and cut rule are listed in the following lemma. The proof is straightforward and omitted.
2.12. Lemma. Let T be a conditional transition system with 2 | &s w Ä : s$ arbitrary:
One method to generate a conditional transition system is by predefining a number of conditional transitions over a given substitution system and closing under the identity axiom and cut rule, i.e., taking the smallest set of conditional transitions that can be derived from the predefined ones by applying the identity axiom and cut rule a finite number of times. In fact, this method almost precisely corresponds to the well-known concept of a structural operational transition system specification (TSS) consisting of structural operational rules, in the sense of [8, 25, 16, 17] . Let us make the connection explicit.
2.13. Definition. Let 7 be a signature with 7 B =<: v A tree transition over 7 is a pure conditional transition 2 | &t w Ä : t$ over 7 such that t=op(x 1 , ..., x |op| ) for some op # 7 O and distinct x i # V. 
v The CTS T S generated by a collection S of conditional transitions over 7 (pure, tree, or otherwise) is defined as consisting of states T 7 (V), variables V, and as conditional transitions the smallest set | & S including S and all instances of the identity axiom, and closed under the cut rule.
Note that any generated CTS T S is indeed (trivially) a CTS. Moreover, any collection of tree transitions equals a TSS in the tree format of [16] (which in turn equals the pure xyft format of [25] ), with the limitation that we have only finite operational environments. For instance, Table 1 shows the tree transitions that give rise to the operational semantics of the finite (i.e., nonrecursive) part of CCS.
2.14. Example. Consider the conditional transitions of Table 1 :
Hence, applying the cut rule to R 1 and f, we obtain
The identity axiom implies
Applying the cut rule to R 6 and g, we obtain
v In T S , there can be many``proofs'' of a given conditional transition, depending on when and where the cut rule is applied. For instance, to prove | &a . 0+b . 0 w Ä a 0, one may either first derive | &a . 0 w Ä a 0 and``instantiate'' the predefined x w Ä a x$ | &x+ y w Ä a x$ using f =[a. 0Âx, b . 0Ây, 0Âx$], or one may first derive | &a . z+ y w Ä a z and instantiate this further using f =[b. 0Ây, 0Âz].
v All the predefined conditional transitions of Table 1 are pure (in fact, tree). However, the cut rule easily gives rise to impure transitions: for instance,
y, which is not pure since the target variables of the environment and the free variables of the source term overlap.
The issue raised in the second item of the above example deserves some more attention. The following``proof normalisation'' lemma restricts the use of the cut rule to a special case, namely where the conditional transition 2 | &t w Ä : t$ to which it is applied is from the predefined set S. This is in fact precisely the proof strategy one would use when regarding the conditional transitions in S as SOS rules in the usual sense.
2.15. Lemma. Assume 7 is a signature with 7 B =<, and S is a collection of conditional transitions over 7. | & S is the smallest set of conditional transitions satisfying:
Proof. Let | & s be the smallest set generated by the conditions of the lemma. We first show that | & s satisfies the full cut rule.
In order to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that | & S is included in | & s (the reverse inclusion follows by the fact that | & S obviously satisfies the two conditions in the lemma). This is done by induction on the construction of 2 | & S t w Ä : t$. There are three cases:
t$ by the second condition of the lemma, with 2$=2 and f =id.
v Assume 2 | & S t w Ä : t$ is an instance of the identity axiom, i.e., (t w Ä : t$) # 2. Then 2 | & S t w Ä : t$ by the first condition of the lemma.
v Assume 2 | & S t w Ä : t$ was constructed through the cut rule: The important difference between defining a TSS and generating a conditional transition system from tree transitions is that we are working with ordinary (actual) variables and not (formal) meta-variables as in the usual TSS approaches. This difference plays a role as soon as we look at binders, since this is where the substitution properties of actual and formal variables differ. Definition 2.13 explicitly restricts the source terms of tree transitions to (first-order) operators and does not account for binders; and indeed, a conditional transition of the form 2 | &bnd(x . y) w Ä : t$ for some binder bnd would in general make little sense. For instance, the conditional transitions of recursive terms, i.e., with an occurrence of the recursion constructor rec . on the outside, cannot be generated by a tree-like transition, since in general rec x . t cannot be obtained by instantiating rec x . y (see also Example 2.8 above). Fokkink and Verhoef [17] discuss this point thoroughly and formulate a framework general enough to deal with both actual and formal variables. Since the subject of this paper is bisimulation rather than TSS formats, we do not go deeper into this issue here; see, however, Section 4 below, where we discuss the operational semantics of a specific binder, namely recursion.
Completeness
For conditional transition systems to really come into their own, they should satisfy a couple of additional properties, which are, in a sense, dual to the identity axiom and the cut rule.
v The identity axiom expresses that all hypothesised transitions are derivable. The dual property is that variables have no outgoing transitions except those that are hypothesised. If this holds, we call a CTS proper.
v The cut rule expresses that every instantiation of a conditional transition is again a conditional transition. The dual property is that every outgoing conditional transition of an instantiated object can be derived with the cut rule using aǹ`e xplanatory'' conditional transition from the original object. This can be strengthened slightly by requiring the explanatory transition to be pure. If this holds, we call a CTS complete.
2.16. Definition. Let T be a conditional transition system:
Note that in the completeness property, we can assume w.l.o.g. that f (x)=x for all x # tgt 2$ (since f is the identity almost everywhere, and the variables in tgt 2$ can be converted according to Lemma 2.12.3 to variables on which f is the identity).
2.17. Example. As seen in Example 2.14, Table 1 allows us to derive the impure x w Ä a y | &x+b . y w Ä a y. Here, the occurrence of y both as target of the hypothesis x w Ä a y and as free variable of the source term x+b . y is coincidental; for instance, there is an``explanatory'' pure transition x w Ä a y | &x+z w Ä a y, from which the impure one can be inferred by instantiating z with b . y.
If a CTS is proper and complete, it can be proved that every conditional transition can be seen as a (not necessarily injective) alpha-conversion of a pure conditional transition, and moreover, hypotheses not connected to free variables of the source term can always be dropped. These properties are expressed in the following lemma.
2.18. Lemma. Let T be a proper and complete conditional transition system: 
(which implies that f $ is the identity on var(s)) and s$=s"[ f $]; w.l.o.g. assume that f $ is the identity everywhere outside var 2$.
We construct a function ,: X Ä Fin X such that f $=,; this , meets the proof obligation. For x Â var 2$ let ,(x)=x; for x # var 2$, the proof proceeds by induction on dist(x):
Induction step. Assume the property is fulfilled for all x with dist(x)=n, and assume dist(x$)=n+1; hence (x w Ä ; x$) # 2$ such that dist(x)=n. It follows
2. Clause 1 above guarantees there is a pure 2" | &s w Ä : s" and an alphaconversion ,: X Ä Fin X such that ,(2") 2 _ 2$, , is the identity on var(s) and s$=s" [,] . It follows that var(s") var(s) _ var 2", and hence,
3. Clause 1 above guarantees there is a pure 2" | &s w Ä : s" and an alpha-conversion ,: X Ä Fin X such that ,(2") 2 _ 2$, s=s [,] and s$=s" [,] . W.l.o.g. assume that , is the identity outside var 2". It can be proved by a straightforward induction on the distance of the variables in 2" that , only maps them to variables of 2; i.e., ,(2") 2. Due to Lemma 2.12.1, this implies 2 | &s w Ä : s$. K
The following result states that the conditional transition systems obtained bỳ`c losing up'' a number of predefined tree transitions under the identity axiom and cut rule, in the sense of Definition 2.13, are always proper and complete.
2.19. Theorem. If 7 is a signature with 7 B =<, and S is a collection of tree transitions over 7, then T S is a proper and complete CTS. v Otherwise t=op(t 1 , ..., t |op| ) for some op # 7 O . By Lemma 2.15, then, 2 | &t w Ä : t$ was constructed using a cut rule:
We set out to extend the above diagram as
This entails constructing f $, g$, and 2$ such that Note that since g is the identity outside [x 1 , ..., x |op| ] _ var 2", f $ is the identity outside var(t) _ var 2$ and g= g$[ f $], it follows that var(t") var(t) _ var 2$. By the cut rule we can derive 2$ | &t w Ä : t", which is then pure; and it follows by the properties of substitution
The construction of f $, g$ and 2$ is stepwise, based on a sequence <= 2" 0 / } } } /2" n =2" where for each 0<k n, 2" k =2" k&1 _ [ y k wÄ : k y$ k ] with y$ k Â var 2" k&1 (such a sequence exists because 2" is hierarchical). Note that for all 0<k n, y k # var 2" k&1 or y k =x i for some 1 i |op|. By induction on k with 0 k n, we construct f $ k , g$ k and 2$ k such that
Induction step. Assume the construction is done up to k&1<n. By the inner induction hypothesis we have g(
. By the outer induction, completeness holds for the transition 2 | &g( y k ) w Ä : k g( y$ k ); hence there are a
The above requirements are then satisfied by f $= f $ n , g$= g$ n , and 2$=2$ n . K
In the remainder of this paper, we implicitly assume all conditional transition systems to be proper and complete.
BISIMULATION
Now we consider the notion of bisimulation for conditional transition systems. At this point, we reap the benefits of our choice to take the more abstract approach of regarding conditional transition systems as semantic models in their own right, rather than strictly in the context of a given signature: the definitions and results of this section are entirely syntax-independent.
We first define three different versions of bisimilarity over open states: the standard closed instance bisimilarity ( t ci ), De Simone's formal hypothesis bisimilarity ( t fh ), and a variation of the latter, called hypothesis-preserving bisimilarity ( t hp ). We then show that t fh is strictly stronger than t hp , which in turn is strictly stronger than t ci ; however, the differences are only in the treatment of open states; on closed states, they all coincide. We also show that on complete CTS's, each of the above relations is substitutive (Definition 2.7). Finally, we give an alternative characterisation of t hp in terms of nonconditional transitions, as substitution closed bisimilarity ( t sb ) a result that relies on the existence of states in the conditional transition system that model choice-and action prefix-like operators. The overall situation is depicted by the schema:
sb (if the CTS has choice and prefix states).
Definitions
First, we extend the standard definition of bisimulation to conditional transition systems. As recounted in the Introduction, the usual approach to defining a semantic equivalence for open terms is to define it initially for closed terms and to extend it to open terms by considering all their closed instantiations. We call the corresponding standard notion of bisimulation closed-instance bisimulation. In the following, S
v Two (arbitrary) states p, q # S are said to be closed-instance bisimilar,
It is seen that closed-instance bisimulation does not take hypotheses into account in any way; open states are not matched directly, but are instantiated to a closed state first. To adapt this to the concept of hypotheses, we extend the matching requirement to open states and conditional transitions, by requiring equality of operational environments. That is, to match up a transition 2 | &p w Ä : p$ with a transition 2$ | &q w Ä ; q$, we require not only :=; but also 2=2$. This gives rise to a relation due to De Simone [14] , which he called formal hypothesis bisimilarity.
3.2.
Definition. Let T be a conditional transition system:
v Two (arbitrary) states p, q # S are said to be formal hypothesis bisimilar, denoted pt fh q, if there is a formal hypothesis bisimulation R such that ( p, q) # R.
By completeness it follows that we may as well check the matching condition only for pure transitions. An example showing the difference between t ci and t fh is the following (two other examples, in a synchronous setting, were given in [14] ).
3.3. Example. Consider an extension of CCS with a unary operator do a ( ) for some a # A, whose behaviour is described by the conditional transition:
Hence, do a (t) can only``let through'' a single a-transition of t, after which it deadlocks. Now consider the terms
The interesting issue is to match the following (unconditional) transition of the lefthand term (where v is an arbitrary instantiation of x):
If
after which x w Ä a x$ | &do a (x) w Ä a 0 has no counterpart in 0. Hence, we have t t 3 fh u.
This example relies on a nonstandard operator, do a ( ). A natural question is whether ci-and fh-bisimilarity are also different in standard CCS or other standard process algebras known from the literature, or more generally, if we can establish a restriction on the operational rules of a language so that the two relations coincide. We conjecture that, in fact, t ci and t fh do coincide in most, if not all, of the standard process algebras, including CCS, CSP [27] , ACP [4] , and LOTOS [9] . We return to this issue in the conclusion of the paper.
At first sight, t fh would seem to be the natural and, indeed, only sensible way to extend bisimulation to conditional transitions. However, there are arguments in favour of yet another variant. Namely, environments can be treated as persistent, in that any hypothesis made concerning a variable's behaviour while matching up particular states is retained``for future use.'' Formally, the corresponding bisimulations are environment-indexed families of binary relations, where the index lists the assumptions made in the past and is augmented each time a match is made. (Other examples of indexed bisimulation relations are history-preserving bisimulation in [23] , symbolic bisimulation in [26] and location bisimulation in [38, 39] .) 3.4. Definition. Let T be a conditional transition system: v A hypotheses-preserving bisimulation over T is a family of symmetrical relations
v 
The interesting issue is to match the following transition of the left-hand term,
(or its symmetric equivalent). There is no transition of u that matches this up to formal hypothesis bisimulation; the only possibility is
after which | &a . 0 w Ä a 0 has no (unconditional) counterpart in 0 | do a (x). Hence, we have tt 3 fh u. On the other hand, consider (the symmetric closure of) the relations:
These form a hypotheses-preserving bisimulation. In particular, for the pair
, the right-hand side transition a. 0 w Ä a 0 can be matched, given the preserved hypothesis x w Ä a x$, by 0 | do a (x) w Ä a 0 | 0. Hence, we have tt hp u.
Note that, typically, the transition 1 _ 2 | &q w Ä : q$ required in the matching criterion of an hp-bisimulation is not pure, since 1 consists of``past'' hypotheses, among which may very well be ones having variables of q as target variables. This is the reason why we have not forbidden impure transitions altogether. Some properties of history-preserving bisimilarity are collected in the following proposition. 
Properties
Let us compare the various bisimilarities introduced above. The first property we consider is their relative strength. It turns out that we have a strict inclusion.
Proof. We prove the inclusions; their strictness follows from Example 3.3 and Example 3.5, respectively. The proof consists of two parts:
We show that hypotheses-preserving bisimilarity gives rise to a ci-bisimulation by considering arbitrary closed instantiations that satisfy the preserved environment. Define
It follows that R is symmetrical and v It can be proved by induction on the distance of the variables of 2, using Lemma 2.18.2, that f $(x) # S v for all x # var 2.
It follows that R is a closed-instance bisimulation.
( t fh t hp ) The role of the preserved environments is to make the matching requirement of bisimulation easier to satisfy. Therefore, any fh-bisimulation immediately gives rise to an hp-bisimulation.
For all 1 define R 1 = t fh . It follows that each R 1 is symmetrical.
v Let ( p, q) # R 1 be arbitrary, and assume 2 | &p w Ä : p$.
v Due to fh-bisimulation, it follows that 2 | &q w Ä : q$ such that p$t fh q$.
v Due to Lemma 2.12.1, it follows that 1 _ 2 | &q w Ä : q$.
v By construction, ( p$, q$) # R 1 _ 2 .
It follows that R 1 is an hypotheses-preserving bisimulation. K
The next point is that, although we have three different notions of bisimilarity, their difference lies in treatment of free variables. This is in accordance with our intention to study open bisimulation. Formally, this means that on closed states, the relations should coincide. In the following proposition, t S v abbreviates
Proof. Proof. It suffices to show that the following is an hp-bisimulation:
It immediately follows that all R 1 are symmetrical.
v By completeness, there is a pure 2$ | &p w Ä : p" and a substitution f $ such
Proof. It suffices to prove that the following is an fh-bisimulation:
It is clear that R is symmetrical.
v Due to pt fh q, there is a 2$ | &q w Ä : q" such that p"t fh q".
A more involved property to prove is that of preservation by insertion. For the case of closed-instance bisimilarity, we restrict ourselves to closed instantiations; the general case follows easily.
Proof. It suffices to show that the following is a ci-bisimulation relation:
It is immediately clear that R is symmetrical.
v By completeness, there is a pure 2 | &s w Ä : s" and a substitution f $ such that
v We construct g$: var(s) Ä S v with g$(x)= g(x) for all x Â tgt 2, f $t ci g$ and g$ sat 2. Let g$(x)= g(x) for all x Â var 2; the images of the x # var 2 are constructed by induction on dist(x).
Base case. If dist(x)=0 then x # root 2; let g$(x)= g(x).
Induction step. Otherwise ( y w Ä ; x) # 2, where (by the induction hypothesis) f $( y)t ci g$( y); let g$(x) be such that g$( y) w Ä ; g$(x) and f $(x)t ci g$(x) (this exists by f $( y) w Ä ; f $(x) and closed-instance bisimilarity). v By construction, (
Proof. This consists of proving that the following is an hp-bisimulation relation: for all 1,
It is clear that all R 1 are symmetrical.
v By completeness, there is a pure 2$ | &s w Ä : s" and a substitution f $ such that
The images of the x # var 2$ are constructed by induction on dist(x).
Base case. If dist(x)=0 then x # root 2$; let g$(x)= g(x).
Induction step. Otherwise ( y w Ä ; x) # 2$, where (by the induction hypothesis) Proof. It suffices to show that the following is an fh-bisimulation:
v By completeness, there is a pure 2$ | &s w Ä : s" and a substitution f $ such that v By construction, (
With respect to history-preserving bisimilarity, we can conclude the following combined property. 
Substitutive Bisimilarity
Yet another variant of bisimilarity can be defined by considering bisimulations over open terms, as in t fh and t hp , but matching up only unconditional transitions, as in t ci . By itself, this does not yield a useful relation; for instance, every variable x would be identified with the deadlock constant 0, since neither has any unconditional transitions. This deficiency, however, can be repaired by strengthening the bisimulation criterion: in addition to the usual matching of transitions, one explicitly requires bisimulations to be preserved by instantiation. Hence, (x, 0) could never appear in any bisimulation relation because, after applying [a. 0Âx], the terms x and 0 develop quite distinct transitions. This principle gives rise to the following definition.
3.16. Definition. Let T be a (conditional or standard) transition system: v A substitutive bisimulation is a symmetric relation R S_S preserved by instantiation, such that ( p, q) # R implies that for all p w Ä : p$ there is a q w Ä : q$ with ( p$, q$) # R.
v Two states p and q are said to be substitutive bisimilar, denoted pt sb q, if there is a substitutive bisimulation R such that ( p, q) # R.
Hence, substitutive bisimilarity differs from closed-instance bisimilarity in two respects: it is defined directly over open states, and the bisimulation relations are preserved by instantiation. However, the definition of substitutive bisimilarity is independent of operational environments and conditional transitions, just as for closed-instance bisimilarity. It is, therefore, surprising that substitutive bisimilarity coincides with hypotheses-preserving bisimilarity, under an assumption concerning the existence of particular kinds of states. Clearly, for instance, the prefix and choice operators of CCS give rise to these respective states. Accordingly, we will write :. p for s : [ pÂx] and p+q for s + [ pÂx, qÂy]. The following theorem then states the correspondence of hypothesis-preserving and substitutive bisimilarity.
3.18. Theorem. In a CTS with choice and prefix states, t hp = t sb .
The proof is based on the idea that the effect of a hierarchical operational environment can be mimicked by substitutions that``precisely'' satisfy the environment. Concretely, we construct a so-called characteristic substitution for every hierarchical environment 1, which is a substitution function f 1 with f 1 sat 1, defined by
Intuitively (using an informal sum notation) it follows that
, the characteristic substitution is given by
It can be seen that f 1 (x) w Ä # s iff either #=a and s= f 1 ( y) or #=b and s= f 1 (z), and f 1 (z) w Ä # s iff #=a and s= f 1 (z$). This precisely mimics the content of 1.
The following proposition lists the most important properties of characteristic substitution functions.
3.20. Proposition. Let T be a conditional transition system, and let 1, 2 # 2(X) be hierarchical:
3. f 1 sat 1 and 2 | & f 1 sat 2 for arbitrary 2.
Proof. 1. It follows by construction that
for all x # var 1 and f 2 (x)= f 1 _ 2 (x) for all x # var 2"var 1. This implies the property. We construct a function ,: X Ä Fin X such that ,(x)=x for all x # var(s) and f $(x)=,[ f 1 ] for all x # X, and , (2) . It suffices to show that the following is an hpbisimulation:
Clearly, all R 1 are symmetrical. 
v Due to Proposition 3.20.3 and 1 and the cut rule,
v Due to Proposition 3.20.1 and bisimilarity, q[
v By Lemma 2.12.1 and 3, ,$(1
Most of the developments so far have been framed in terms of conditional transition systems and rely mainly on their properness and completeness. One the one hand, this makes the results quite general, but on the other, one may be interested in concrete applications. In Definition 2.13, we showed one particular way to generate a (proper and complete) CTS, using tree transitions; however, we also saw that these are only useful to deal with operators, and not with binders.
In the absence of a theory to treat binders systematically, we now turn to a specific binder whose use is almost universally accepted in process algebra, namely recursion (sometimes, equivalently, through finite sets of equations rather than an explicit binder) (see, e.g., [27, 33, 4] ).
We have seen (Example 2.8) that substitutivity is quite a strong property; it implies preservation by the nonbinding operators of a signature. On the other hand, substitutivity does not imply binder congruence. In this section, we investigate whether the various bisimilarity relations discussed in the previous section are recursion congruences, i.e., are preserved by the rec-binder of CCS (cf. Example 2.4).
The Operational Semantics of Recursion
Let us first capture the operational behaviour of recursion in our framework. As we have seen, generating a CTS from tree rules as in Definition 2.13 is not sufficient for this purpose. Instead, we explicitly introduce a recursion rule to generate the transitions of recursive terms. 4.1. Definition. Let 7 be a signature with 7 B =[rec]. The CTS T rec S generated by a collection S of conditional transitions over 7 O is defined as consisting of states T 7 (V ), variables V, and as conditional transitions the smallest set | & S , including S and all instances of the identity axiom, and closed under the cut rule and the
Again, this allows the application of the cut rule and the recursion rule in any order. To regulate this, we extend the previous proof normalisation result (Lemma 2.15).
4.2.
Lemma. Assume 7 is a signature with 7 B =[rec] and S is a collection of conditional transitions over 7 O ; | & S is the smallest set of conditional transitions satisfying:
Proof. A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.15.
Furthermore, as for the case without recursion (cf. Theorem 2.19), if S contains only tree transitions then the properness and completeness of T 
: t$; hence the induction hypothesis applies. Since 
If we forbid look-ahead by requiring src 2 & tgt 2=< for all transitions in S, t ci becomes a recursion congruence. On the other hand, both hypothesis-based bisimilarity relations are always recursion congruences. This is stated in the following theorem, whose proof follows later.
4.4.
Theorem. Let 7 be a signature with 7 B =[rec] and S, a set of tree transitions over 7.
t
ci is a recursion congruence over T rec S if the transitions in S have no look-ahead.
fh and t hp are recursion congruences over T rec S .
Bisimulation Up-to
To prove Theorem 4.4 for t ci , we adopt a proof technique used in [33] for CCS, called up-to bisimulation; see also [36] . This is based on the following idea: to prove rec x . tt ci rec x . u under the assumption that tt ci u, we prove v[rec x . tÂx]
. uÂx] is proved by induction on the proof depth of the initial transitions of these terms. However, look-ahead in the hypotheses of an operator gives rise to assumptions about noninitial transitions; thus, the induction breaks down. The following example shows that t ci may indeed fail to be a congruence for operators whose behaviour relies on look-ahead.
4.5.
Example. Consider an extension of CCS with negative action prefix, determinisation, and left-merge. The family of negative action prefix operators :
&1 . is operationally defined by the transition
Hence : &1 .t``predicts'' the behaviour of t, after an initial :, in such a way that any choice made during that initial :-transition is wiped out. For instance, :
&1 . (: . 0+: . ; . 0) and ; . 0 have bisimilar behaviours. a-determinisation, denoted (( )) a , is then obtained by restricting to a-steps and extending the prediction at every step:
Furthermore, we recall the left-merge operator & from [4] , adapted to CCS parallel composition:
Now consider the terms
This relation holds because the only subterm that could make a difference, namely a. ((x)) a in u, for every closed instantiation v of x equals one of the subterms of t.
Either v can do no a's at all, in which case a. ((v)) a is simulated by a . 0; or v can do at most n # N a's in succession, in which case a . ((v)) a can do precisely n+1 a's, which is simulated by ((v & a. 0)) a ; or v can do a , in which case a . ((v)) a is equivalent to rec y . a . y, which in turn is equivalent to ((v & a . 0)) a . On the other hand,
Here, the right-hand side can do an infinite a-sequence by choosing the a. (( )) abranch at each successive step:
The left-hand side cannot match this; rec x.t can be unfolded only finitely many times during the initial transition. Hence at some depth, the a. 0-branch must be chosen.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let 7 be a signature with 7 B =[rec], and let S be a collection of transitions over 7 without look-ahead. Let
We prove that R is a ci-bisimulation up to t ci , in the sense of [35] . That is, we prove that for all
Since v=x is a special case in the definition of R, it follows that rec x .tt ci rec x . u whenever tt ci u, where t and u contain at most x as a free variable. The result for general t and u follows by the definition of t 
Since there is no look-ahead, in 2, src 2=root 2 [ 
By the induction hypothesis, therfore,
and, hence, the recursion rule implies
hence we are done. K
Open Approximants
The proof of Theorem 4.4 for t fh and t hp relies on a notion of open approximants:
Hence, rec i x . t is obtained by repeatedly (viz. i times) substituting t for x, starting with x. The idea is that for larger i, the behaviour of rec i x . t gets closer and closer to that of rec x . t. The difference with the usual approximants lies in the choice of starting point, i.e., the definition of rec 0 x . t, which in the standard case equals the bottom element of a c.p.o., usually either 0 or some special divergence constant.
The following``additivity property'' of open approximants is used in the proof below; it is proved by a straightforward induction on the approximation depth.
Based on open approximants, we now define an approximation relation over arbitrary terms, such that t approaches u if u contains recursive subterms and t is obtained from u by replacing some of them by open approximants. For this purpose, we assume a family of variables [x^i | i # N] V not used anywhere else. The approximation relation then looks as
We call t^the seed term of the approximation relation, of which the terms u and v under comparison are instantiations. u< x, t v expresses that u approaches v, in the sense that u can be obtained from v by replacing some of the subterms rec x . t of v by open approximants. The following proposition contains an alternative characterisation for < x, t .
4.7. Proposition. < x, t is the smallest insertion-preserved relation such that rec i x .t< x, t rec x . t for all i # N.
Proof. It is clear that rec i x . t< x, t rec x . t for all i # N (take x^i as seed term). We now prove that < x, t is preserved by insertion. Consider u # T 7 (V ) and f, g: X Ä Fin T 7 (V ) such that f ( y)< x, t g( y) for all y # var(u), with seed term t^y . We construct a new seed term t^=u[h], where h=[t^y Ây | y # var(u)]. It follows that
Finally, let < be the smallest insertion-preserved relation such that rec i x . t< rec x . t for all i # N; we have to prove < x, t <. Assume u< x, t v with seed term t^, and let
Since y< y for all y # V, it follows that f ( y)<g( y) for all y # var(t^); since < is preserved by insertion, we may conclude
The following lemma expresses the fundamental behavioural relation between terms u and v such that u< x, t v. It assumes a signature 7 with 7 B =[rec] and a collection S of tree transitions over 7.
4.8. Proposition. Let u< x, t v:
Proof. Assume t^is the seed term of u< x, t v.
1. This part of the proof depends on an induction on the largest i such that x^i # var(t^) (since var(t^) is finite, there is such a largest i.) Let us write u< Induction step. Assume that k m and g m satisfy the assumptions (m<n). It follows that g m (z m+1 )< x, t f (z m+1 ) by the inner induction hypothesis; hence _k: 
and u$< x, t v$. By the recursion rule it then follows that 2
, we are done.
The above lemma enables us to prove that both t fh and t hp are recursion congruences.
Proof of Theorem 4.4.2. The proof for t fh runs along the following lines. Assume tt fh u; by repeated application of Theorem 3.9, it follows that rec
We prove this to be a formal hypothesis bisimulation relation. Note that R is symmetrical.
v Assume (t 0 , u 0 ) # R and 1 | &t 0 w Ä : t$ 0 ; hence x Â var 1. 
Since xt fh x, x< x, t rec x . t and x< x, u rec x . u, it follows that (rec x . t, rec x . u) # R; this concludes the proof.
For t hp , the proof is slightly more complicated, due to the growing indices in history preserving bisimulations. Assume tt hp u; by repeated application of Theorem 3.9, it follows that rec k x . tt hp rec k x. u for all k # N. Now for all 1 with x Â var 1 consider
We prove this to be an hp-bisimulation. Note that R 1 is symmetrical. 
Since < | &xt hp x, x< x, t rec x. t and x< x, u rec x .u, it follows that (rec x .t, rec x .u) # R < ; this concludes the proof. K
CONCLUSIONS

Related Work
There is a large amount of related work from different fields, some of which we already mentioned in the course of the paper.
SOS Formats. Conditional transitions have much in common with Plotkin style operational rules. We already discussed the similarities in Section 2; the essential difference is the nature of the variables used in the formalism, which for operational rules are meta-variables but for conditional transitions are term variables. It is precisely this fact that allowed us to prove the completeness of conditional transition systems, and thereby the substitutivity of the various open term bisimilarities, also in the presence of recursion in the language (Theorem 4.3). As we saw before (Example 2.8), in the presence of binders such as recursion, substitutivity is a stronger property than preservation by the first-order (i.e., nonbinding) operators.
With respect to the operational behaviour of first-order operators, we have shown that one particular way to generate complete CTS's is by using conditional tree transitions; in the analogy above (i.e., replacing term variables by meta-variables), these correspond to Fokkink and Van Glabbeek's tree rules [16] or, alternatively, the pure xyft subformat of Groote and Vaandrager [25] .
It should be noted that the concept of formal hypothesis bisimilarity can be formulated just as well on the basis of meta-variables as on term variables (as we did): the hypotheses to be matched are then the premises of operational``ruloids'' (that is, fragments of derivation trees) rather than the environments of conditional transitions. In fact, this was the original definition of t fh in [14] and has also been studied by Aceto, Bloom, and Vaandrager in [2] (who go into the issue of equational proof systems for this relation).
Formal Hypothesis Bisimilarity. The principle of formal hypothesis bisimilarity also comes up in a different setting in Larsen's work with Xinxin on the operational semantics of contexts [29, 30] . The context systems in [30] are easily seen to give rise to conditional transition systems, in the following sense: each transduction C w Ä . An important characteristic is that the format of transductions prevents copies of``old'' variables from the source term to remain in the target term of a transition (i.e., the t$ i may contain none of the x j ). Among other things, this makes it impossible to capture general recursion using contexts the encoding presented in [10] does not seem to be adequate for our purpose. At the same time, this restriction obviates the re-use of old hypotheses; hence t fh and hypothesispreserving bisimilarity ( t hp ) coincide in this setting (see also Footnote 2 to Example 3.5).
A characterisation of open terms as tiles has been proposed by Gadducci and Montanari in [18] . The corresponding operational semantics unifies the principles of the contexts in [30] with the principles of conditional rewriting in [31] ; [18] also defines the notion of t fh in this setting. Since tiles seem to be strictly more general than our conditional transitions, it should also be possible to define the corresponding notion of t hp as different from t fh . The formulation of t hp seems to be completely new. Although its definition is more complex than that of t fh , a strong argument in its favour is the alternative characterisation as substitutive bisimilarity (see Theorem 3.18) . It would be interesting to compare the two relations on the basis of their equational theories; see also below, where we conjecture that t ci = t hp = t fh under certain, rather weak, conditions.
Mobile and higher-order calculi. Bisimilarity, originally developed in the setting of transition systems and``classical'' process algebra, has been extended to other fields as well. Among these are mobile calculi such as the ?-calculus (cf. [34] ) and higher-order calculi (cf. [43] ). In mobile calculi, some of the issues concerning the instantiation of channel names are analogous to the issues studied in this paper regarding term variables. For instance, the distinctions between channel names used in [34] as indices to bisimilarity are comparable to our hypotheses over term variables used to index hp-bisimilarity; and the hyperbisimulation recently proposed for the fusion calculus (see [40, 44] ) can be seen as a counterpart to sb-bisimilarity.
The connection is stronger in the case of higher order calculi. These depend crucially on term variables, which can be bound as a result of communication. In fact, input action prefix becomes a binder rather than an ordinary operator as in CCS. As a consequence, a naive extension of the usual notion for bisimilarity to this setting results in a relation that is not a congruence. Sangiorgi has extensively studied this problem in [42] ; he shows that a major criterion for bisimulation to give rise to a congruence is a notion of substitutivity very much like the one underlying our substitution-closed bisimilarity ( t sb ). The difference between his context bisimulation and t sb mainly seems due to the fact that [42] takes the closed-instance approach, defining bisimulation directly over closed terms only. A definition of weak context bisimulation whose formulation is still closer to t sb is studied in [5] . Another field where bisimulation has gained a foothold is that of functional calculus; see, e.g., [24, 28, 41] . Again, the operational semantics and bisimilarity are defined over closed terms and extended to open terms using the closed-instance definition. Here, too, substitutivity is a necessary condition for bisimilarity to be a congruence.
It would seem that in both settings described above, the coarsest congruences within t ci and t sb (extended appropriately) coincide, or are at least closer than in the``classical'' case. If so, then (given the coincidence of t sb and t hp ) it might be worthwhile to adapt the principle of conditional transitions to those formalisms. This is an area for further study.
Recursion Congruence. The issue of recursion congruence for bisimilarity has received scant attention in the literature, especially in the work on SOS formats.
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One of the few results appears to be the congruence proof for the specific CCS signature in [33] , which is based on the technique of up-to bisimulation (see also [36] ). The same basic technique (albeit in a different formulation, explicitly based on co-induction) is used in the congruence proofs for the functional calculi mentioned above. We have shown in Section 4.2 that there are limitations to this technique which prevent its application as soon as there is look-ahead in the hypotheses of an operator rule. The hypothesis-based relations, on the other hand, give rise to a very different proof technique using open approximations, which does not suffer from these limitations.
AREND RENSINK
Recursion congruence is merely a special case of congruence with respect to a binder in the language. As far as we know, no general results exist about binder congruences. The first step to formulate (let alone prove) such a result would be to come up with a format for SOS rules that recognises the binding of term variables as a primitive concept. The only current work in this direction that we are aware of is Fokkink and Verhoef [17] , who, however, investigate conservativity rather than congruence.
Extensions
The results of this paper raise several questions that might deserve looking into.
Difference between the bisimilarities. Examples 3.3 and 3.5, showing that ci-, hp-, and fh-bisimilarity are, in general, different relations, relied on an auxiliary operator introduced especially for this purpose. At present, we do not know precisely what aspects of this operator are really necessary to show up the difference, or if the relations are still different in, say, CCS without extensions. Formulated more generally, it is unclear under what circumstances, for instance what conditions on the operational rules, the various notions of bisimulation studied in this paper remain distinct. However, we have the following conjecture.
5.1. Conjecture. If a conditional transition system does not contain a state with a finite number, greater than 1, of nonbisimilar closed instantiations, then t ci and t fh (and, hence, also hp-bisimilarity) coincide.
The idea is that if a state has only a single closed instantiation (modulo the equivalence under consideration) then all bisimilarities studied in this paper coincide anyway (Theorem 3.8); whereas if it has an infinite number of nonequivalent instantiations, it should be possible to reconstruct its conditional transitions from the transitions of its instantiations.
For instance, Examples 3.3 and 3.5 crucially rely on the fact the open term do a (x) has only two nonbisimilar closed instantiations, viz. do a (0)t ci 0 and do a (a .0) t ci a .0; all other instantiations are bisimilar to one of these two. On the other hand, no open term t in CCS, CSP, or ACP has this feature, since if a free variable x # var(t) plays any role in t's behaviour at all, then at least the internal moves ({-transitions) of a term u substituted for x propagate to {-transitions of the entire term, t [uÂx] , and hence, t[u 1 Âx] t 3 ci t[u 2 Âx] as soon as u 1 and u 2 are distinguishable by their {-transitions, e.g., if u 1 ={ i . 0 and u 2 ={ j . 0 for i{ j. Thus, we conjecture that in those languages, t ci = t hp = t fh .
Weak Bisimilarity. The principles exposed in this paper can be extended to weak bisimilarity relations without fundamental problems. However, the substitutivity of the corresponding relations can only be guaranteed if the states of a conditional transition system are sufficiently insensitive to internal moves of their variables. In fact, the results of Bloom [7] , who studied SOS formats for which weak bisimilarity is a congruence, carry over to weak open term bisimilarity.
The above discussion regarding the distinction between the closed-instance and hypothesis-based notions of bisimilarity also applies to the case of weak bisimilarity. In contrast to the situation for strong bisimilarity however, CSP, for instance, allows us to construct terms that are weakly ci-bisimilar but not weakly fh-bisimilar; e.g., in the version of [11] :
where : Ä is equivalent to : . in CCS, STOP is equivalent to 0 in CCS, k is equivalent to + in CCS, and & denotes the synchronised execution of its operands, as formalised by the conditional transitions (where we have used the CCS notation for internal steps as {-transitions), The operative subterm in this example is x& (a Ä STOP), which in fact plays precisely the same role as do a (x) in Examples 3.3 and 3.5. Analogous terms can be formulated in ACP and LOTOS.
Further themes. Without further comment, we list some more possible themes for future research:
v It would be interesting to study the equational theory of t hp , as well as decision algorithms, and compare the results with those for t fh , as (partially) reported in [2] .
v It might be useful to apply the idea of conditional transitions to the functional and higher order process calculi mentioned above and to investigate if they provide additional insight in the various bisimilarity relations being proposed in that setting (see [24, 28, 42] ).
v In line with the SOS formats defined for operators, which guarantee that (standard) bisimilarity is a congruence (see [14, 8, 25] ), one could try to formulate a format for binder rules that guarantees, first, the completeness of the resulting (conditional) transition systems in the sense of Definition 2.16 and second, that bisimilarity is a binder congruence.
